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--- Editors’ Summary ---

Economists generally consider pollution taxes to be the gold standard of market-based instruments, while cap-and-trade systems are less effective and more complex to implement than pollution taxes. Therefore, following an economics argument, implementing a carbon tax in the United States will afford the best protection against climate change. However, significant impediments to introduction of a carbon tax in the United States exist. The most problematic of these, perhaps, is the United States’ cultural aversion to taxes. Opportunities such as expiring tax provisions and recycling carbon tax revenues offer incentive to overcome such impediments to carbon tax implementation.
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The things we touch have no permanence.
My master would say, there is nothing we can hold onto in this world. Only by letting go can we truly possess what is real.¹

In the movie Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, martial arts warrior Li Mu Bai (Li) decides to give up his legendary sword, Green Destiny, because of truths revealed to him during meditation. He asks Yu Shu Lien (Yu) to deliver the sword to Sir Te in Beijing. After Yu delivers the sword to Sir Te, a thief breaks in to steal Green Destiny. The thief is Jen Yu (Jen), who is a student of Jade Fox, the murderer of Li’s master. After many adventures, Jen is caught by Li, who takes Green Destiny from Jen and throws it into a waterfall.

Green Destiny could be a metaphor for the health of the earth, where Jen and Jade Fox represent those who want to make use of it, Li and Yu represent those who want to protect it, and Sir Te represents those charged with regulating it. The earth suffers from climate change. There are ways to restore the earth’s health: regulations and economic solutions including cap-and-trade systems and carbon taxes. But those ways threaten the thieves of Green Destiny. The thieves seek to pursue profits without restriction from those who would protect Green Destiny. The thieves are masters of persuasive arts and have deep influence with those who have the duty of protecting Green Destiny.

This Article will argue that the carbon taxes afford the best protection for Green Destiny. It will first compare a federal carbon tax with a federal cap-and-trade system for greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Then it will explore barriers to implementation of a carbon tax. Finally, the Article will propose methods for overcoming those barriers, taking into account likely opportunities posed by expiring tax provisions. The conclusion will introduce the concept of recycling carbon tax revenues, which can be applied to meet urban environmental challenges.

I. Global Climate Change Update

Atmospheric carbon has increased much more quickly than anticipated. In 2007, total atmospheric carbon reached 384 parts per million (ppm).² The most recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assessment noted that the global atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide (CO₂) increased from a pre-industrial value of about 280 ppm to 379 ppm in 2005.³ Since the drafting of the United Nations

1. CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON (Sony Pictures Classics 2000), directed by Ang Lee, based on the book by Wang Du Lu (no English translation).
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), annual CO₂ emissions from burning fossil fuels and manufacturing cement have grown by 38%, from 6.1 billion tons of carbon to 8.5 billion tons in 2007. From 1970 to 2004, global annual CO₂ emissions grew by 80%. China has overtaken the United States as the top GHG emitter, spewing an estimated 1.8 billion tons of carbon into the atmosphere, versus the U.S. 1.6 billion tons. In 1992, the 38 developed countries included in Annex I of the UNFCCC accounted for 62% of global CO₂ emissions. In 2007, those countries accounted for 47% of global CO₂ emissions. The main drivers of increasing CO₂ emissions are global economic growth and global population growth. From 1970 to 2000, CO₂ emissions per unit of energy decreased, but that trend reversed after 2000. One possible explanation for the reversal is the developing world’s reliance on inefficient, dirty coal plants for energy generation. China accounted for more than one-half of the increase in global CO₂ emissions over the last year, mostly due to a surge in construction of new coal-fired plants. In arguing against joining the Kyoto Protocol, the U.S. government objected to the lack of emissions limitations for developing countries. China and other rapidly industrializing countries cannot be expected to curtail emissions unless the United States leads the way. The U.S. failure to take action to reduce carbon emissions could be viewed as a hidden subsidy to energy-intensive U.S. industries, in violation of international trade rules.

U.S. presidential election in 2008 may result in the United States having a more realistic view of its role in stemming global CO₂ emissions, as President-Elect Barack Obama has advocated climate change legislation.

II. Comparing Carbon Cap and Trade With Carbon Taxes

We should tax what we burn, not what we earn. This is the single most important policy change we can make.

Scientists worldwide share the view that climate change is real, and a real problem. Last year, former Vice President Al Gore and the scientists for the IPCC shared the Nobel Prize for their work “in creating greater worldwide understanding of the measures that need to be adopted [to curb climate change].” Commenting on the award, John Ashton, Britain’s special representative for climate change, said that the award showed that “the international community now understands that [climate change] is not only an environmental challenge . . . it is a fundamental challenge to international peace and security.” Congress has expressed concern about climate change, and the most popular proposed solution involved a cap-and-trade system. It appears inevitable that Congress will enact some sort of federal climate change legislation in the next few years. Two assumption
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sions from developing nations would quickly overshadow any achievements in emissions reductions by the United States and other Annex I countries).
13. Congressional leaders recognize that the United States must be a leader in cli-
mate change action. The report to America’s Climate Security Act of 2007 states the following:
The rest of the world is waiting to see whether the U.S. will act meaning-
fully. . . . It is because the U.S. has by far emitted the greatest cumulative amount of greenhouse gas emissions—and will remain the largest cumulative GHG emitter for some time—that U.S. leadership on this issue is crucial. . . . By acting decisively, the U.S. will remove a primary rationalization for inac-
tion by developing countries.
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tions underlie any cap-and-trade system: (1) that emissions below a certain quantity do not cause undue harm to the environment (the cap); and (2) that a market in pollution allowances is the most cost-effective means of reducing pollution to the predetermined level (the trade). Both cap-and-trade systems and pollution taxes are market-based instruments. A carbon tax is a pollution tax. Cap-and-trade systems impose quantity restrictions; pollution taxes impose cost restrictions.25

A. Designing a Cap-and-Trade System

Economists generally consider pollution taxes to be the gold standard of market-based instruments.26 Cap-and-trade systems are not as effective as pollution taxes, particularly in the context of GHG emissions.27 Cap and trade is infinitely more complex to implement. By contrast, to implement pollution taxes, one must decide on the level of the tax, the pollutant to be taxed, and measurement standards for emissions. There already exists a large and effective government structure for the collection of taxes. For a cap-and-trade system, one must (at a minimum) decide also on the size of the cap, the number of initial allowances, and how they will be allocated, and then design a regulatory scheme to create and monitor markets.

A cap-and-trade system, while not optimal from an economic efficiency standpoint, is politically popular for several reasons. First, it is not called a tax. Second, there is some historical experience with cap-and-trade systems. In this country, we have had a sulfur dioxide (SO₂) allowance trading system since 1990.28 Third, from an environmentalist point of view, an absolute quantity restriction on carbon emissions, only available with a cap, may be preferable.29 Finally, the initial allocation of emissions permits allows government officials to pick winners.

The first step in designing a cap-and-trade system is setting the level of emissions permitted under the cap. The cap represents the maximum allowable emissions. The cap can be fixed or come with a variety of adjustable features.30 While the quantity of emissions is determined under the cap, the price of allowances will fluctuate with the market. However, the initial setting of the cap will also influence the price of the allowances. If the cap is set too low, then the cost of meeting the emissions reduction will rise rapidly, as it will make carbon allowances more valuable on the market. High prices will cause economic pain, and will endanger the system. In 1994, California launched an emissions trading program called RECLAIM (Regional Clean Air Initiatives Market), which targeted SO₂ and nitrogen oxides (NOₓ), the precursors to smog.31 Due to California’s energy crisis in 2000, there was extreme price volatility in allowances, which ranged from a low of $1,000 per ton in 1994 to a high of over $100,000 per ton in 2000.32 In the face of this unsustainable economic turmoil, the program was abandoned.33

Volatile markets in allowances can result in uncertainty about the cost of the GHG abatement. Existing pollution permit markets have experienced extreme volatility. The U.S. SO₂ trading prices have varied from a low of $70 per ton in 1996 to $1,500 in late 2005, with an average annual volatility of 43%.34 The European Union’s (EU’s) Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) has also experienced significant volatility.35

Setting the cap too high also causes problems. If the emissions cap is set too high, it will not accomplish emissions reductions. In the view of some researchers, the EU issued too many permits at the start of its ETS.36 They noted “[b]ecause emission permits were over-allocated, the price of emissions permits plummeted, and little—if any—emissions reductions have taken place because of the ETS.”37

Who receives the allowances and how they get the allowances also influences the outcome of the cap-and-trade program. In an “upstream” program, importers or producers of fossil fuels would acquire the allowances.38 An upstream cap is more efficient, as there are fewer producers than there are emitters.39 A downstream cap would allocate allowances to emitters.40 Emitters such as electric utilities can be large, but end users of energy, like automobile drivers, are also emitters. Whether the cap is placed upstream or downstream, the cost impact would be felt throughout the carbon supply chain.41

Allowances can be given away, initially sold at a fixed price, or auctioned off at market prices. After the initial allocation, any trading profits would accrue to the allowance holders rather than to the government. Free allowances ease the transition for existing emitters, but could raise the cost
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of reducing carbon emissions. They also have the anomalous result of rewarding existing emitters with valuable allowances. This allocation forms the main “winner-picking” mechanism in cap-and-trade. Finally, once the cap-and-trade system has been created, it must be monitored to deter cheating. This duty must either be placed on existing agencies such as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), or a new agency created for this purpose. In any case, the enforcement function must be funded.

Concerned about excessive costs, some industries argue that a cap-and-trade system should include a safety valve—when costs of carbon allowances exceed a certain amount, the government will release additional allowances at a specified safety valve price. A safety valve sets a ceiling on carbon emission prices, just like a carbon tax. A safety valve also allows additional carbon emissions over the cap, just like a carbon tax. Opponents to safety valves argue that they would provide an “easy out” from the pressure to innovate and reduce the incentive to rapidly reduce emissions. The safety valve approach, “born from the collision between the theoretical desirability of using price instruments . . . and political reality,” has all the complexity disadvantages of a cap-and-trade system without the advantages of a quantity cap.

The availability of banking, borrowing, offsets, and international credits can further complicate a cap-and-trade system. Banking provides timing flexibility by allowing an allowance holder to save its allowances to use in future years. Borrowing entails emitting now and “paying back” later, at a specified “interest rate.” Borrowing acts like a safety valve, except that at some point the emitter is supposed to pay back the extra emissions. Offsets can be investments in projects that absorb GHGs, such as forest conservation. Offsets represent projects that absorb carbon, so for cap-and-trade purposes, the offset acts as a negative emission. It can be challenging to accurately measure the amount of carbon absorbed by an offset project, and the projects must be monitored. For example, if a tropical forest in Brazil qualified as an offset, what would be the result if it was burned down? International credits extend the cap-and-trade system beyond the sovereign boundaries of the United States. In particular, offsets and international credits pose significant compliance issues.

In designing its climate change policy, the federal government will not be writing on a blank slate. In the absence of federal guidance, the states have taken the lead in implementing GHG reduction strategies. Twenty-three states have entered into regional climate change partnerships. The Western Climate Initiative sets a regional GHG reduction target and plans to implement a trading program for Arizona, California, Montana, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, and Washington. The Midwestern Regional Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord will establish a similar program for Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. The first regional program, the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), formed in 2003, held its first auction of 12.5 million carbon allowances on September 25, 2008, raising nearly $40 million. The proceeds will be used for energy efficiency programs. RGGI caps emissions for 233 power generating plants. Connecticut, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Vermont participated in the auction. The other members of the initiative—Delaware, New Hampshire, New Jersey, and New York—did not participate but plan to join in future auctions. In 2004, energy experts set the first RGGI cap at 188 million tons of carbon emissions, anticipating that by 2008, emissions would exceed that amount. However, a slowing economy and milder weather caused carbon emissions to decrease from 184.5 million tons in 2005 to an estimated 172.4 million tons in 2007. Critics note that setting the cap too high will limit the effectiveness of the program—emissions will not decrease. On the other hand, if a cap is set too low, industry will complain that costs are excessive.

In June 2008, the first major federal carbon cap-and-trade bill to make it out of committee was defeated by a U.S. Senate filibuster. While this bill would have allowed the states to continue regulating GHG emissions, concerns may grow that state or regional cap-and-trade programs may interfere with the efficient functioning of the federal cap-and-trade program and increase demands on both governmental and nongovernmental resources. Industries may complain about being required to comply with multiple cap-and-trade programs. For example, a utility might have to buy both state and federal allowances to cover the same ton of GHG emissions. As the U.S. House of Representatives’ Committee on Energy and Commerce noted in its white paper on climate change design, “different points of regulation or allocation methodologies between State and Federal programs would
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also cause complications and increase resources necessary for compliance.” 56 Jonas Monast, co-director of the Climate Change Policy Partnership, believes that allowing state and federal carbon markets to co-exist will have significant (negative) economic impact and would result in little or no cumulative environmental benefit. 57 Monast advocates integration of the regional markets into the federal scheme, while acknowledging the considerable difficulty in accomplishing that goal. 58

Economists have not addressed the issue of efficiently integrating a federal carbon tax with existing state or regional carbon trading schemes. It may be easier to integrate a federal carbon tax with state and regional cap-and-trade programs than it would be to integrate a federal cap-and-trade program with the state and regional programs. State and regional carbon allowance holders could use purchased allowances as credits against the federal carbon tax—based on the carbon allowed to be emitted, not on the purchase price. Allowing free allowances to be used against the federal carbon tax would create a windfall for the holder of the free allowances. If a federal carbon tax works to reduce emissions below the state and regional targets, the state and regional authorities may be encouraged to dismantle their systems. In the meantime, the states can keep the pressure on the federal government to create a strong carbon tax that will lead to significant emissions reductions, and industry will have an incentive to accept a strong federal carbon tax so as to avoid the patchwork of state and regional initiatives. 59

B. Why a Carbon Tax Is Better Than a Cap-and-Trade System

We are running an uncontrolled experiment on the only home we have. 60 A carbon tax is better than a cap-and-trade system because of its simplicity, transparency, efficiency, and certainty (of cost).

Reducing the amount of GHG emissions is critical for our continued survival on earth. The 2007 IPCC assessment notes that “unmitigated climate change would, in the long term, be likely to exceed the capacity of natural, managed, and human systems to adapt.” 61 With current climate change mitigation policies, CO2 emissions from energy use are projected to grow 40-110% between 2000 and 2030. 62 To stabilize atmospheric GHG concentrations at close to current levels, we must reduce global CO2 emissions by up to 60% by 2050. 63 The arguments against taking action can be summarized simply: it will cost too much. “The fear that carbon mitigation policies will be costly has become a deterrent to action.” 64 If the cost of limiting emissions and the benefits of reduced emissions are known with certainty, a carbon cap-and-trade system is economically equivalent to a carbon tax. 65 The type of uncertainty that exists with a particular type of emission predicts the best economic instrument. 66 When environmental damages are not very sensitive to short-term emission levels or where concerns about excessive costs exist, a cost restriction works better than a quantity restriction. 67 The environmental damage from GHG emissions is cumulative—short-term emission levels are not critical as long as overall reductions occur. 68 “The real goal of [pollution] taxes is to gradually correct market forces even when the negative externalities cannot be properly valued. From this perspective, it is better to install modest environmental taxes now than to wait several decades before the optimal tax level can be determined with certainty.” 69 Carbon taxes are better for consumers and businesses alike, assuming a level playing field. Consumers get predictable prices, and businesses get a stable environment for planning and investment. Unfortunately, in the U.S. political system, we cannot assume a level playing field.

As the saying goes, the devil is in the details. A cap-and-trade system has a lot more details than a carbon tax. The recently failed Lieberman-Warner Climate Security Act of 2007 ran to 548 pages. 70 In a cap-and-trade system, the design battles are fought on two fronts: (1) whether carbon allowances should be auctioned or given away, and who gets them; and (2) whether the cost of carbon mitigation should be limited, as with a safety valve provision. 71 The issue of carbon allowances is remote to ordinary citizens—we will not be privy to the negotiations between the industries and our government. 72 Ordinary citizens may be pleased to support non-auctioned allowances, under a mistaken impression
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that it would reduce energy costs. Center on Budget and Policy Priorities Director Robert Greenstein explains the following:

That belief [that energy prices will not rise if the allowances are given away] is not correct; it flies in the face of the basic law of supply and demand. A cap on emissions will limit the amount of energy produced from fossil fuels. Regardless of whether the government gives away or sells the allowances, market forces will raise the price of fossil-fuel energy to the point where the amount demanded will fall to the amount supplied. Either way, energy companies will be able to sell their products at the higher price. The increase in prices is the source of windfall profits for the companies that receive allowances for free but are able to charge the higher price.73

Industries, on the other hand, understand precisely how allocation of allowances will affect their bottom line. A carbon tax minimizes rent-seeking behavior by industries. “Without the profit potential of amassing tradable carbon permits, industry groups would have less incentive to try to get credits for their favored but non-competitive energy sources.” 74, 75

The complexity of a cap-and-trade system makes it difficult for taxpayers and consumers to determine who will be paying the costs, and how much those costs will be. The complexity allows affected industries to jockey for advantage and exemptions without the general public understanding what is going on. From an end-user cost perspective, a carbon cap-and-trade system is opaque, not transparent. This may be viewed as a political advantage—if consumers don’t understand that some industries are getting off without paying their fair share, it is unlikely that consumers will raise objections. Political compromises can then be made among the industries without fear of public uproar. In short, a cap-and-trade system provides cover for the government’s decision as to who “wins” and who “loses.” Friends of the Earth, Inc. analyzed the Lieberman-Warner Climate Security Act, and identified its “winners”: the fossil fuels industry.75 The report notes that “the way in which the federal government hands out these valuable permits will determine whether companies receive a windfall or if the money benefits the public at large.”76 The bill would have given away (for free) 38% of the allocated permits to the fossil fuels industry over the lifetime of the program, from 2012 to 2050.77 These permits would be worth $436 billion at EPA’s estimated cost of carbon.78 Of course, a federal cap-and-trade program could be structured to provide public benefits, a level playing field, and fairness and cost containment for all industries and consumers.79 The odds are just overwhelmingly against that result. A federal carbon tax, with its simplicity, transparency, efficiency and cost containment, gives us the best chance of fairly allocating the cost of carbon reduction.

In 1927, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes said: “Taxes are what we pay for civilized society.”80 In the years since, paying taxes has not enjoyed such respect.81 But not paying taxes has its disadvantages as well. Tom Friedman writes that “the motto of the petroliest authoritarian state is “no taxation, so no representation either.”82 Freedom thrives when citizens pay taxes, and is repressed where citizens receive payment from the government, as in the petrodollar regimes.83 Consumers who pay a transparent carbon tax will be in a position to demand less carbon-intensive goods and services. In paying a carbon tax, we will be paying for our continued existence on earth.

III. Barriers to Implementing Carbon Taxes: Lessons From the British Thermal Unit Tax84

If you drive a car I’ll tax the street. If you try to sit I’ll tax your seat. If you get too cold I’ll tax the heat. If you take a walk I’ll tax your feet.85

Last year I wrote an article about the tax treatment of coal.86 I presented this paper at an American Bar Association Tax Section Conference before the Energy and Environmental Tax Committee. In my conclusion, I noted that a carbon tax would create an incentive for cleaner fuels.87 An audience member asked how a carbon tax was different from the British thermal unit (BTU) tax that failed so dismally during the Clinton Administration. Now I have an answer. A BTU88 tax taxes goods. A carbon tax taxes bads. Nobel Prize-winning economist Joseph Stiglitz says that it makes much
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more sense to tax bads, not goods.  

Stiglitz is a member of the “Pigou Club,” a group of economists and policymakers that advocate implementation of Pigouvian taxation. 

A.C. Pigou, an early 20th-century scholar, explained that taxes could serve to control externalities by creating either incentives to encourage behavior with positive social benefits, or disincentives to increase the costs of an activity when market costs do not reflect the negative impacts of the externalities associated with it. 

Gilbert Metcalf, another distinguished member of the Pigou Club, wrote “a central tenet of economics is that market prices do not reflect the social cost of resource use when economic activities result in pollution.”

In 1993, President William J. Clinton proposed a “broad-based energy tax” in his State of the Union Address. 

The Clinton Administration considered a carbon tax, but ultimately moved to a BTU tax because of the objections of Sen. Robert Byrd (D-W.Va.). The BTU tax was based on the heat content of fuels. The heat or energy content of a fuel is what is good about it. A BTU tax is not a Pigouvian tax because it is not focused on controlling externalities, although the BTU tax was embraced by the environmental community as encouraging cleaner forms of energy.

Of course, a BTU tax is an energy tax, and thus is similar to a carbon tax in its impact. Advocates of a carbon tax would be wise to learn from the demise of the BTU tax. First, the BTU tax was designed to raise revenue for deficit reduction as well as to reduce pollution. A significant portion of its political support was based on its deficit reduction capability, but so was a significant portion of its political opposition. Second, the Clinton Administration proved overly flexible in allowing compromise in its efforts to gain additional support. When it altered the proposal to exempt ethanol from the tax under pressure from the Corn Belt senators, the opposition sensed that the Clinton Administration commitment to the bill was weak. As more exemptions and changes invaded the bill, environmentalists began to lose enthusiasm.

The first political lesson from the BTU tax is to focus on a single goal. The carbon tax should reduce carbon emissions, and be revenue-neutral. Second, no industry should be exempt from the tax. Of course, there will be hardship claims from various groups. But once one industry is exempted, the other industries will rush in with their arguments, and at that point, fairness would be one of them. As I write, the world is gripped by a global economic crisis. Industry will argue that it cannot incur additional costs associated with emissions reductions. But as French President Nicolas Sarkozy recently said: “[C]limate change is so important that we cannot use the financial and economic crisis as a pretext for dropping it.”

President Sarkozy sets an excellent example. Political compromise should be limited to the selection and distribution of other taxes to be reduced by the carbon tax revenues. Decisions about recycling carbon tax revenues puts politicians in their favorite position: giving away tax cuts.

IV. Overcoming Barriers to Carbon Tax Implementation

Implementation of a federal carbon tax faces many challenges. Environmentalists may fear excessive emissions. Proponents of progressive taxation may object to a carbon tax because it is a consumption tax, and has a regressive effect, impacting those at the lower end of the economic spectrum more severely than those at the top. Businesses may fear the loss of the opportunity for advantage under a less transparent system such as a cap-and-trade program, although some companies have expressed a preference for a federal carbon tax. Politicians undoubtedly fear charges of supporting higher taxes.

As seen in the demise of the BTU tax, any combination of these challenges could easily be enough to defeat a carbon tax. Indeed, the political consensus behind a carbon cap-and-trade system reflects the strength of these challenges. However, these challenges can and should be met, because of the clear policy superiority of the carbon tax and the insidious dangers of a carbon cap-and-trade system.

The technical arguments that a carbon tax is a more efficient and effective way of reducing carbon emissions than a quantity restriction should allay environmental concerns. Theoretically, it would be simple to change the rate on a carbon tax if the initial rate did not reduce emissions enough.

A carbon tax would certainly have a regressive effect if the revenues were not recycled. Lower income citizens spend a higher proportion of their income on energy: gas for transportation and electricity, and gas or fuel oil for heating. A carbon tax also has an indirectly regressive effect, by increasing the costs of goods and services for which energy
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is a component.103 However, a carbon cap-and-trade system would also increase the cost of energy in a regressive way.104 Increasing the cost of carbon-intensive fossil energy is the point of either a carbon tax or a carbon cap-and-trade system—to encourage conservation, efficiency, and development of low or no carbon energy resources. Revenue recycling is the key to avoiding regressivity, and the key to building political support for the carbon tax.105 A portion of the carbon tax revenue could be recycled to reduce the very regressive payroll tax.106

Businesses seek competitive advantage, to be sure, but more importantly, they seek to avoid disadvantage. The business community understands that carbon regulation in some form is coming. They would prefer a federal regime to the growing patchwork of state initiatives. If a federal carbon tax gained political traction, the business community would probably go along.107 Business community support could be encouraged by recycling a portion of the carbon tax revenue to reduce corporate tax rates.108

The last factor, political fear of raising taxes, is the most significant barrier. The first step in overcoming this challenge is structuring the carbon tax to be revenue-neutral by recycling revenue and cutting other taxes. Revenue neutrality defuses charges of raising taxes,109 and succeeded in the last big tax reform effort culminating in the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

The stars aligned in 1986, allowing a significant tax reform package that reduced income tax rates and broadened the tax base by ending many tax preferences, such as the differential capital gains rate.110 President Ronald Reagan, who was a very popular president, was able to put together a bipartisan coalition to achieve his goals of simplifying the tax code and reducing the rate structure.111 The stars may be coming into alignment again next year. Congress will need to address the fallout from the 2001 tax cuts, which were shoehorned into a 10-year budget window via a sunsetting provision.112 Addressing climate change may have popular support among concerned citizenry, and additional support may be garnered by revenue recycling. Last year, former Secretary of State George P. Shultz (under President Reagan) drew a parallel between the current global climate change issue and the ozone depletion issue of the 1980s.113 He emphasized that the successful conclusion of the ozone treaty benefited from strong U.S. leadership.114 He advised not to expect developing countries like India to accept a cap. He noted that the use of economic incentives is essential, and that “a straight-out carbon tax is simpler and likelier to produce the desired result. If the tax were offset by cuts elsewhere to make it revenue-neutral, acceptability would be enhanced.”115

V. Conclusion

A federal carbon tax is the best choice for controlling GHG emissions. A carbon tax is simpler, more transparent, and more effective than a carbon cap-and-trade system. Australian tax expert David Russell favors a carbon tax, claiming that it is predictable, gradual, and could be easily implemented.116 Russell also asserts that GHG emissions trading could turn out to be the costliest public mistake in human history.117 I hope, for the sake of those countries and regions that have already invested in GHG trading programs, that he is incorrect in his latter assumption. The United States has the opportunity to make the right decision first. It’s time that we unlearn the lesson of the former senator (Democrat) from Minnesota, Walter Mondale, who famously said: “Mr. Reagan will raise taxes; and so will I. He won’t tell you. I just did.”118 Former Senator Mondale lost to Ronald Reagan in a landslide, and no other U.S. politician has ever dared to admit that he or she would raise taxes.119 His words are still the truth: a carbon cap-and-
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trade system would increase energy costs—like a tax—the advocates just won’t tell you so.\(^{120}\)

A carbon tax doesn’t need to increase overall taxes, because it can be recycled. Choosing a carbon tax will level the playing field and send a clear price signal throughout the economy without picking winners. It limits the opportunities for rent-seeking and fraud that lurk in the complexity of a cap-and-trade system. A carbon tax taxes bads, not goods. It creates incentives to try various means of GHG reductions: conservation; efficiency; and renewable energy. It creates incentives to buy sustainably produced local goods. It discourages the global market from using cheap labor (by making transport of goods more expensive), and encourages a global market in ideas. In a recent column, Friedman wrote the following:

Many people will tell [President-elect] Obama that taxing carbon . . . now is a “non-starter.” Wrong. It is the only starter. It is the game-changer.\(^{121}\)

A carbon tax can best help us achieve our green destiny. We should do it, now.

---
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